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Abstract. An implementation of compositionality for
stochastic well-formed nets (SWN) and, consequently, for
generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) has been recently included in the GreatSPN tool. Given two SWNs
and a labelling function for places and transitions, it is
possible to produce a third one as a superposition of
places and transitions of equal label. Colour domains and
arc functions of SWNs have to be treated appropriately.
The main motivation for this extension was the need to
evaluate a library of fault-tolerant “mechanisms” that
have been recently deﬁned, and are now under implementation, in a European project called TIRAN. The goal
of the TIRAN project is to devise a portable software
solution to the problem of fault tolerance in embedded
systems, while the goal of the evaluation is to provide evidence of the eﬃcacy of the proposed solution. Modularity
being a natural “must” for the project, we have tried to
reﬂect it in our modelling eﬀort. In this paper, we discuss
the implementation of compositionality in the GreatSPN
tool, and we show its use for the modelling of one of the
TIRAN mechanisms, the so-called local voter .
Keywords: Stochastic well-formed nets – Compositionality – Modularity – Fault tolerance – Performance
analysis

1 Introduction and motivations
TIRAN (tailorable fault tolerance framework for embedded applications) is a European ESPRIT project, involving six European partners from industries and universities, that is deﬁning and implementing a new approach
to fault tolerance in embedded systems. The solution in
We acknowledge contribution of the EEC project 28620 TIRAN.

TIRAN is built around a software solution which provides fault tolerance capabilities to automation systems.
TIRAN basically consists of a library of functions that
add fault tolerant behaviour to software, a support for
their execution, and a language to specify how to react
to errors: this is what is called “the TIRAN framework”.
The framework is meant to allow application programmers to equip their programs with a variety of softwarebased solutions for fault masking, error detection, isolation, and recovery. The framework is currently under
development on diﬀerent hardware platforms, while two
pilot applications are being developed to test the framework [5].
Modelling in TIRAN is meant for validation, evaluation, and library documentation. Models are built out of a
software speciﬁcation document. Validation is done with
respect to a number of “environment scenarios”, that include the application model, fault model, and recovery
action speciﬁcation.
The role of the modelling team in the project is to provide models of the system software and of the individual
mechanisms, where each mechanism consists of a set of
functions that implement a given fault treatment aspect.
Their models have to be ﬂexible to be easily composed
with models of the diﬀerent target applications developed
by the partners as test cases for the library. Moreover,
each mechanism is usually a set of tasks that interact
through the communication primitive oﬀered by the runtime support. Due to the high complexity of the problem,
coloured nets [18, 19] have been used for most mechanisms. Important required features of a tool to work with
coloured nets include an eﬃcient solution mechanism [7,
8], as well as modularity, reuse, and easy modiﬁcations of
models.
Figure 1 shows the compositional approach of TIRAN
modelling. Starting from the speciﬁcation of the components (whether they are TIRAN mechanisms or hardware speciﬁcations, or user behaviour) a model of each
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Fig. 1. Compositional modelling in TIRAN

component is built. The diﬀerent models are then integrated into a single SWN model for evaluation of the
whole TIRAN framework. There are a number of boxes
all tagged as “model construction”, but they may actually require diﬀerent construction techniques since the
input speciﬁcation can be of diﬀerent types: the speciﬁcation of the mechanisms is done with UML diagrams (typically, state diagrams and message charts) plus some textual comments; fault speciﬁcation is instead taken from
the requirements speciﬁcation document that describes
the type of faults and the type of the aﬀected component in a semi-formal language; hardware speciﬁcation has
not been included yet; while the user speciﬁcation is again
based on the requirement speciﬁcation document.
Most of the mechanisms are built as collections of
tasks, and usually there is a state diagram per task, plus
a speciﬁcation of the interactions among them: the corresponding models are built using SWN and the compositional facility of GreatSPN described in this paper.
The construction of the integrated model is, in general, a more complicated task, since this is where model
reuse really comes into play. To adequately support this
composition, the PSWN class [1] has been recently deﬁned, that allows the deﬁnition of parametric colour
classes, and for which a compositional operator has been
deﬁned that allows importing and exporting values and
types. Unfortunately, no implementation is yet available
for PSWN.

SWNs were a natural choice in the project for their
eﬃcient analysis techniques both for state space generation and for performance evaluation based on aggregated Markov chains. It was natural to choose the tool
GreatSPN [9], since it supports state space generation
exploiting symmetries, steady state computation exploiting lumpability, and discrete event simulation with conﬁdence interval computation. On the other hand, it also
has a number of weak points: a) there is no support for
modularity; b) there are very few tools for debugging the
model (no invariant computation or check, no reachability analysis is possible apart from checking the properties that are more relevant for performance evaluation,
typically the presence of a home state, or to do an inspection of the reachability graph written in ASCII form);
and c) there is no concept of a parameterized “library of
models”.
To overcome these weak points a number of activities are planned and/or are under implementation by the
GreatSPN group. In particular:

1. To implement composition over places and transitions
for SWN.
2. To implement PSWN [1] to allow reuse of coloured
models in diﬀerent contexts.
3. To export GreatSPN models to PROD nets [23], so as
to apply all PROD tools for reachability analysis.
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4. To export GreatSPN models to AMI-nets [12], so as
to apply the P-invariant computation for coloured
nets [11] that is available in CPN-AMI [12].
5. To extend the deﬁnition and to implement the PSR
methodology [13] for the modelling of layered hardware and software architecture.
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ﬁcation document, while Sect. 4 shows and discusses the
SWN models of the local voter. Some results derived from
the models are given in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Composition of SWNs in the GreatSPN tool
This paper discusses the implementation of the ﬁrst
point, and shows its use in a non-trivial modelling case
taken from the TIRAN library: a mechanism to implement application replication and voting.
Of the remaining points, the export to PROD nets is
at the testing stage, while the export to AMI-nets has not
been started yet. The implementation of PSWN is a nontrivial extension of the composition operator that has
been implemented. Indeed, the compositional rule implemented is not very sophisticated from the point of view of
the treatment of the colour classes: there is no concept of
parametric colour classes, nor of import and export values
and types, as is the case in the PSWN class deﬁned in [1].
There are a number of techniques proposed in the literature for the composition or compositional analysis of
high-level models: [2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20], and a very thorough
survey of these methods can be found in [20]. In this
paper, we concentrate only on tool support for compositional construction, and not for compositional analysis.
To the best of our knowledge there is no other tool
oﬀering the possibility of composing stochastic coloured
nets based on labelling, although composition based on
labelling is a well-established technique for Petri nets [3],
and there is an implementation available for a class of
high-level nets called M-nets [4], that do not include a
notion of time, and that have been used to provide a semantic to the programming language B(PN)2 [4].
However, there are tools to also assist modular modelling in a stochastic context. CPN-AMI gives the possibility to paste nets next to each other in one model and
use the modular services of the graphical interface for the
fusion of places or transitions [12]. Design/CPN makes
use of hierarchy to assist the user in building complex
models: a transition that represents a complex activity
may be replaced by a subnet [14]. A similar approach is
taken in HiQPN [17], that also oﬀers a larger number of
performance evaluation features. UltraSAN models may
be combined using the operations replicate and join; these
operations provide common places that can be used for
communication between the submodels [22].
The choice of GreatSPN was made because of obvious practical considerations (such as the availability of
the source code and of its knowledge), but mainly because
of the need to have aggregated symbolic state space generation like the one provided by GreatSPN for SWN (the
same analysis is also provided by CPN-AMI, but through
an export to GreatSPN).
Section 2 introduces the compositional rule of SWNs
and its implementation in GreatSPN. Section 3 describes
the local voter mechanism, as given in the TIRAN speci-

The proposed composition rule is based on the known
concept of “matching labels”: transitions and places are
labelled and pairs of transitions (or places) with matching labels are superposed. Let LT (LP ) be the set of labels
for the set of transitions T (or places P ). The labelling
function is denoted by λ, it assigns a subset of the powerset of LT (LP ) to each transition (place). This implies
that more than one label can be associated with a single
place or transition (we call this aspect “multilabelling”,
and it should not be confused with multilabelling in Petri
Boxes [3], that refers to a bag of labels). Although the formal deﬁnition of superposition is not given here for reasons of space and because it is a simpliﬁcation of the one
presented in [1] for transitions (by not considering parametric colours), we recall the main ideas here through
examples. From now on we assume that only the ﬁrst
operand is multilabelled; this restriction is an adequate
compromise between the complexity of the implementation and the applicability of the operator. A formal deﬁnition of SWNs is given in the Appendix A.
We assume that there are no marking dependent
weights and rates and, ﬁrst, we concentrate on the case in
which only transitions are superposed. The two labelled
SWNs to be composed are denoted by Ni = Pi , Ti , Prei ,
Posti , Inhi , prii , Ci , cd i , wi , λi , i = 1, 2. Where Pi is
the set of places, Ti is the set of transitions, Prei , Posti ,
Inhi are the functions describing input, output, and inhibitor arcs, prii is the transition priority function, Ci
is the set of basic colour classes, cd i deﬁnes the colour
domain of places, and wi is the function that associates
rates to transitions. The net resulting from the composition is denoted N = P , T , Pre, Post, Inh, pri, C, cd , w,
λ. Then, the elements of N are obtained as follows.
The set of
 places P is the union of the sets of places,
i.e., P = P1 P2 . The set of basic colour classes C and
their deﬁnitions are assumed to be common for N1 and
N2 . The colour domain function cd is cd 1 (p) if p ∈ P1 ,
cd 2 (p) otherwise.
The unlabelled transitions are considered non-observable with respect to the composition, and those whose
labels do not appear in the other operand are not involved
in superposition. These transitions are simply copied into
T . Remember that N1 is multilabelled, N2 is not, and the
labelling is non-injective. Let T2 (l ) denote the set of transitions t’ of T2 with l ∈ λ(t’), where λ(t) gives the set
of labels of t. In N there will be a copy of t ∈ T1 for each
element in ×l∈λ(t),T2 (l)=∅ T2 (l ), where × is the Cartesian
product. An example is shown in Fig. 2, for transition
t1: λ(t1) = {l1 , l2 , l3 } and the above deﬁned Cartesian
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Fig. 2. A multilabelled, non-injective example

product has the elements {t2, t4} and {t3, t4}. In the
composed net t11 is obtained by superposing t1,t2 and
t4, and t12 by superposing t1,t3 and t4.
If two arcs connected to diﬀerent transitions involved
in the same superposition have identical variable names
in their arc expression, then these variables are renamed
in the arc expression of all the arcs connected to one of the
two transitions. If these variables appear in the guard of
the transition whose arcs’ expressions are changed, the renaming is performed in the guard as well. As an example,
in Fig. 2, during the superposition of t1, t2 and t4, the
variable x of the arcs and guard function connected to t2
is renamed to x1. (As will be mentioned later, the implemented version of the algorithm allows the user to override the above described renaming rule to “unify” values
of the variables.) When two superposed transitions both
have a guard function, these guard functions are joined
with a logical and relation.
The matrices Pre, Post, Inh describing the arc structure of N are built in the following way. The arcs of N1
and N2 connected to transitions that are not involved
in superposition are simply copied into N . An arc connected to a transition involved in superpositions will have
as many instances as many times the transition is superposed. In our example, the arc P1-t1 has two instances in
the composed net: P1-t11 and P1-t12.

The priority function pri is left unchanged for the
transitions that are not involved in superposition. A transition resulting from superposition inherits the priority
value from the involved transition of N1 . The weight function w is handled similarly to the priority one.
We basically leave the user the task of redeﬁning pri
and w for the ﬁnal net, since compositional ways to handle pri and w are still an open question, although some
attempts to address this problem may be found in [16, 21].
The operation to superpose places is the direct counterpart of the operation described above, with the additional and obvious constraint that places of equal label
should have the same colour domain. However, the superposition of places is less complex as it does not require
renaming of arc or guard expressions.
The simultaneous superposition of places and transitions has two additional features. First, having an arc
whose place (transition) is involved in np (nt ) superpositions, there will be np · nt instances of the arc in
the composed net connecting all the instances of its
place with all the instances of its transition. Second,
having two arcs whose places and transitions are superposed, the arc expressions of these two arcs are combined. An example for the latter is shown in Fig. 3 where
the arc expressions of the arcs (P1, t1) and (P3, t2) are
summed.
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2.1 Implementation
The compositional operators described in the previous
section are implemented by a program called algebra,
that uses and produces SWN nets in GreatSPN format.
The modeller may build the component nets using the
graphical interface of GreatSPN. Since the present interface does not allow one to deﬁne labels, they are encoded
in the name of the transitions and places. Both transition
and place names have the structure tag|l1|l2..., where
tag is the name of the transition or place followed by its
labels separated by bars.
The user may deﬁne the set of labels which will be
taken into account during the composition. This feature
may be useful when composing more than two nets and
the modeller wishes to avoid that all labels are considered
at all stages of the composition.
Right now algebra is able to deal with non-injective
labelling in both operands, while only one of the two may
be multilabelled. This was judged an adequate compromise between the complexity of the implementation and
the foreseen use of the operator (this choice is adequate,
for example, to support the implementation of the PSR
methodology cited in Sect. 1 as point 5 of the “wish-list”
of GreatSPN).
When composing algebra attempts to create a wellreadable net, using knowledge on the component nets and
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l1

on the operators. The “shape” of the original components
are maintained. The user may deﬁne where the individual components are placed in the composed model. If a
transition (or place) has multiple instances in the resulting net, the additional instances are placed around the
original position of the transition. Renaming of transition and place names may be necessary in order to avoid
matching names. When, as a result of the composition, an
arc’s place and transition are in diﬀerent subnets, the arc
is drawn as “broken arc” in the resulting net. A small example for the output of the program is given in Fig. 41 .
Figures 4 demonstrates another feature of the program: if
a variable name starts with the character #, it is not renamed during the superposition. This allows the modeller
to use the same variables in diﬀerent components, so as to
“unify” values.
The tool algebra may be called from the command
line as
>> algebra net1 net2 op labels net
[placement shiftx shifty]
The two operands are net1 and net2, the resulting SWN
(GSPN, if the operands are GSPNs) is net. The operator
is deﬁned by op and may be t to superpose transitions,
1 GreatSPN does not display in the graphical interface arc expressions on broken arcs; these have been written on the ﬁgure “by
hand”.
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p to superpose places or b to superpose both places and
transitions. The set of labels over which the superposition
will be performed may be given in the ﬁle labels. This
ﬁle has the following format:
transition={tl1|tl2}
place={pl1|pl2|pl3}
The labels that are not given in this ﬁle are not considered
during the operation. If the ﬁle does not exist all labels
are considered. The last three arguments may be used to
deﬁne the placement of the components: if the parameter placement is 1 (2) the two nets are placed next to
each other horizontally (vertically); if it is 3 the second
net is shifted by (shiftx,shifty) compared to the ﬁrst
net. For example, to perform the composition depicted in
Fig. 4 one calls
>> algebra N1 N2 t LABELS N 1
where the ﬁle LABELS either does not exist or contains the
list of transition labels transition={L1}.

3 The local voter speciﬁcation
The local voter (LV)mechanism aims at masking occurrences of faults during the execution of the code of an application process. Fault masking is achieved by the adoption of a spatial redundancy of the execution of the piece
of code and by the voting on the results coming from the
replica.
Depending on the voting technique adopted in the LV
and on the spatial redundancy, a limited number of faults
may be masked; for instance, by using a majority voting
algorithm and by running concurrently K copies, up to
[ K−1
2 ] faults can be made transparent for an application
process.
Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of LV taken
from the speciﬁcation document of TIRAN; the LV can
be used concurrently by several application processes and
three replicas are considered per application.
The replicas are executed on separate “planes”, that
naturally correspond to separate processing nodes. The

ith application process that uses the LV mechanism is
split in two parts; a part that does not require a replicated
execution, and a part that requires it. If there are n applications that can use LV, then each application has its
distinct piece of code to be executed.
Each replica of an application i executed on plane j
should receive the same input data. Therefore, there is
a task IR (input replicator) that performs replication of
the input data for the three planes; the data does not go
directly to the application replica, but to the input dispatcher of the corresponding plane IDj , that takes care of
passing it on to the appropriate application replica.
A similar approach is used to collect the results: when
a replica of the ith application, running on plane j, ends
its computation, it sends its output data to the output
collector of the corresponding plane OCj that takes care
of forwarding it to the appropriate voting task OVi ; there
is one voting task per application.
The components of the local voter interact with the
backbone, which is a sort of run-time support for the
TIRAN library of mechanisms which handles all exceptions as well as the recovery actions. All interactions
among tasks are based on communication through mailboxes.
Table 1 lists the acronyms used in the paper for the
diﬀerent LV tasks, and for each task lists how many copies
of that task there are in an LV that serves n applications.
The OV behaviour is described by a state diagram in
the speciﬁcation document, that basically amounts to a 2-
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out-of-3 voting (which is equivalent to setting K = 3). An
additional textual speciﬁcation also states that, as soon
as OVi for the ith application receives the ﬁrst output
from one of the replicas, it sets a time-out for receiving the
other replicas. Each OV sends a message (both in case of
success and in case of failure) to the backbone that carries
out the proper action.

4 The SWN model of the local voter
The following assumptions were made to model LV: tasks
communicate in an asynchronous manner via mailboxes,
and there is one mailbox for each ordered pair of tasks;
the time required to prepare a message is in general negligible, while the time to actually transmit it from the task
output buﬀer to the recipient mailbox is not. With respect to the graphical representation, we have used crosslined places to emphasize mailboxes and grey-dot-ﬁlled
boxes to delimit portions of the nets that correspond to
“recovery actions”, and that will be explained in the next
section. We have also used diﬀerent fonts in the ﬁgures
in order to distinguish the diﬀerent attributes of an SWN
model; in particular, Courier font is used for names of
transitions/places, italic font for colour classes, arc expressions and guards. Arc expressions are either variables

Idle_Appl activity
AP
<x>
A <x>

P1ap
AP

or the diﬀusion function S. Transition priorities are written as π:n.
Three colour classes have been deﬁned:
AP is the colour class of applications that can request
a replicated execution of their code, and it contains
a single static unordered subclass App deﬁned as
App = {ap1, .., apn};
P is the colour of the planes, and it contains a single static unordered subclass P l with three colors
P l = {pl1, pl2, pl3};
Exc is the colour used to distinguish the positive or
negative outcome of an LV activity, and it is the
union of two static subclasses Ecx1, Ecx2, where
Exc1 = {e1} means that there has been a time-out
expiration, while Exc2 = {e2} means that there was
no time-out expiration.
Figure 6 shows the SWN model of an application, that
cyclically executes its own activity (modeled by transition activity), sends a message to the task IR of the
local voter (snd_LV), and waits for a message coming
from the backbone (rcv_reply). Transition T1ap represents the time for a message to reach the mailbox.
Figure 7 shows the SWN model of the input replicator IR: it waits for messages coming from the applications. As soon as a request of replicated execution for the
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ith application is received (rcv_data), it broadcasts it to
the input dispatcher task of each plane (broad_to_pls),
and waits for an acknowledgement from ID (rcvack_ID).
Since there is only one IR task, then no colours are
needed.
Figure 8 shows the SWN model of the input dispatcher
ID. There is one task ID for each of the three planes:
each ID receives from IR the identity of the application
to be executed (rcvdata_IR), it acknowledges reception
to IR (sndack_IR), and it activates a task corresponding
to the requested replica (called instance) for that plane
(snd(datax,ply)_IST).
Figure 9 shows the SWN model of the code to be executed on the diﬀerent planes: since the TIRAN framework allows only static tasks, it is correct to assume that
all replica are activated at the beginning and then suspend themselves waiting for a message from the ID tasks.
There are |AP| × |P| instances, i.e., one for each application and for each plane. Each instance (x, y) waits for
a message (x, y) from ID y (rcvdata_ID). When a message (x, y) is received the instance of application x on
plane y starts its activity, modelled by timed transition
comp, and then sends the result of the computation to OC
(sndrepl_OC).
Figure 10 shows the SWN model of the output collector OC: there is one such process for each plane, and each
OC waits for a message coming from the replicas running
on its plane (rcvrepl_IST), and it forwards it to the output voter (snd_toOV). According to the textual portion of
the speciﬁcation, the OC should wait for a “ready message” from OV, but since the conditions under which OV
should send this ready message are left unspeciﬁed, we assume that OV is always ready to accept messages in its
mailbox.
Figure 11 shows the SWN model of the output voter
task OV: there is an OV for each application that can
use LV. Each OV executes the voting algorithm (majority voting 2 out of 3) on replicas of the same application, independently from the others. OV waits for the
replicas outcome (place idle_OV) from the three diﬀerent
planes. As soon as the ﬁrst outcome is received, a timeout for reception of the other two replicas outcome is set
(setTOforx). Then three situations may occur:
C1 all the three outcomes are received before the timeout expiration, i.e., transition recv3noTO ﬁres and
voting on the three outcomes takes place;
C2 the time-out has expired and two of the three outcomes have been received (transition recv2&TO ﬁres),
and a vote on the two replicas takes place;
C3 the time-out has expired and only one of the three
outcomes has been received by OV, i.e., ﬁring of transition recv1&TO.
Diﬀerent types of messages are sent to the backbone
depending on which of the above conditions is satisﬁed.
Under condition C1 a message of type e2 (no time-out has
occurred) is sent; while in cases C2 and C3 a message of

Fig. 8. The input dispatcher model

Fig. 9. The model of the replicated code

Fig. 10. The model of the output collector

type e1 (a time-out has occurred) is sent. Observe that
we are not passing on to the backbone the information on
whether the vote was successful or not, although this will
be a trivial extension, since the success or failure of the 2out-of-3 algorithm, according to the state diagram of the
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Fig. 11. The model of the output voter

speciﬁcation document, is modelled in detail in the SWN
of Fig. 11.
When a message is sent to the backbone, OV waits for
an acknowledge from it to return back into its idle state.
Observe that we are assuming that no direct answer goes
back directly from OV to the application, not even in the
case of a “normal” 3-out-of-3 voting, since we impose that
all restarted are caused by the backbone.
Figure 12 shows the SWN model of the backbone task,
or, more precisely, of that part of backbone devoted to
interactions with LV. The backbone is in an idle state until it receives a message coming from OV. If the message
is of type e2 (rcv_OV_noreset), i.e., no time-out has occurred, then the backbone sends an acknowledge to OV
and to the application. If instead the message is of type
e1 (rcv_OV_reset), then a time-out has occurred, and
therefore a reset operation is needed, before sending back
the messages to OV and to the application.
4.1 Local voter without recovery actions: an open model
A ﬁrst analysis was performed for the case of a “single
run” for each application. In order to obtain the complete
model the individual nets have to be composed using the
program algebra explained in Sect. 2. The nets used
are the one without portions included in grey-dot-ﬁlled
boxes, therefore no message is passed from OV to the

backbone, so that each application is executed only once.
The composed SWN net has been solved, for the single
application case, using the symbolic reachability graph
construction of GreatSPN, that produces 859 tangible
states corresponding to 4,261 ordinary ones.
The SWN net results in an open model and its symbolic reachability graph is not strongly connected. There
are three symbolic dead markings, corresponding to
seven ordinary dead markings. Each marking is described
in terms of dynamic colour subclasses associated with
places, and, for each dynamic subclass, its cardinality
is given. For each symbolic marking the number of corresponding ordinary markings is given; for instance, the
following dead marking:
MARKING D856 # ordinary marking: 3 (dead)
Idle_BB(1)
oc|mbxOC-OV(1<App0,Pl1>)
Idle_OC(1<Pl0>1<Pl1>)
Idle_IR(1)
Idle_ID(1<Pl0>1<Pl1>)
Idle_Ist(1<App0,Pl0>1<App0,Pl1>)
P3ap(1<App0>)
Exception(1<App0,Exc10>)
|Exc10|=1 |Exc21|=1 |App0|=1 |Pl0|=1 |Pl1|=2

corresponds to a case of time-out expiration: only results
from one replica has been received by OV and the timeout has expired while waiting for the remaining replicas.
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Fig. 12. The model of the backbone

All components, except OV and the application, are in
their initial states (idle state), and the application and
OV are both waiting for a message from the backbone,
that will, of course, never arrive. Observe that a symbolic
marking provides a more abstract information than an
ordinary one: in this case the abstraction is on the identity of the replica (plane) that has ﬁnished ﬁrst. Other
deadlocks represent the case of reception of all the three
replicas before the time-out occurs, corresponding to an
ordinary deadlock marking, and the case of time-out occuring after the results from two copies have been received, corresponding to three ordinary markings.
4.2 Local voter and recovery actions: an ergodic model
All the deadlocks found describe a “good” (expected) behaviour, so that it makes sense to proceed to also add
the reconﬁguration activities needed to restart an application. The model obtained by composing all nets, including also the portions of the grey-dot-ﬁlled boxes, is
ergodic (since there is a single strongly connected component in the reachability graph).
The recovery action taken by the backbone is:
– To remove messages from mailboxes.
– To take the corresponding tasks back to their initial
states.
To accomplish this the backbone enables a number of immediate transitions, one per model component, and they
are labelled in such a way as to superpose with the resetting transitions in the model components. Observe that
these transitions are assigned a diﬀerent priority, mainly
to avoid the generation of useless interleavings, that could
signiﬁcantly slow down the state space generation.

The symbolic reachability graph for the single application case has 1,452 tangible states, while the ordinary
one has 7,074. The initial marking is a home state, and
therefore the model exhibits cyclic behavior returning inﬁnitely many times to the initial marking. The generation
took a few minutes on a 64 MB Pentium 2 machine.
4.3 Local voter without recovery actions and with explicit
faults
In the models considered up to now no fault is explicitly included in the model, so that a time-out can expire
only due to a delay in the completion of one of the replicas. In order to consider the eﬀect of explicit faults the
model of the replicated code has been modiﬁed to include
a timing transition that models the fault and that takes
replicas into an error state place. The resulting model,
for the single application case, has 1,185 symbolic tangible markings (corresponding to 6,008 ordinary ones) and
there are seven symbolic dead markings, corresponding to
twenty ordinary dead markings. Among these, a very interesting one is the marking that represents the state of
the model where all the instances are in an error state,
and this corresponds to a case in which no replica will ever
reach OV, so no time-out will be set. This case was, up
to the modelling phase, overlooked by the speciﬁcation
document.
One may observe that to produce an ergodic model it
will not be enough to consider the reset activity of the
backbone; but an explicit testing for the three replicas all
being in an error state should be added to the model. The
resulting model, for the single application case, has 2,030
symbolic tangible markings (corresponding to 10,170 ordinary ones).
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5 Results
Before proceeding to describe the results we summarize
in Table 2 the default timing parameters assigned to transitions. The table contains the mean time needed to perform the operations (the mean is 1 over the rate assigned
to the transition). All kinds of transmissions were given
the same timing parameter referred to as tr. To gain insight on the local voter mechanism irrespective of the
applications’ characteristics, throughout all the experiments we assumed that the results given by the copies
always match (the probability of having matching results is set to 1). However, using the presented models
one may study the eﬀect of varying the probability of
match as well.
One important issue that may be addressed by the
models described in Sect. 4 is the amount of overhead induced by the TIRAN framework with respect to the operation not protected by the local voter. The overhead may
be analyzed using the ergodic model of Sect. 4.2 deactivating the time-out. Figure 13 depicts the mean time to
execute a computation through the local voter (throughput of transition activity) divided by the mean time
spent by a single replica to perform the operation (referred to as comp in Table 2) as the function of the mean
transmission time (given in milliseconds). We used the
default values of Table 2 during the computations, varying the mean delays comp and tr. The calculations were
made having only one application which allowed us to
compute the results analytically. The local voter mechanism as deﬁned in the TIRAN framework involves the
transmission of several messages. As a result, the slower
the transmission the higher the overhead, which may lead
to rather high overheads if the transmission time is comparable with the time needed to perform the operation.
Another ﬁner point is the length of the time-out. This
issue is studied again with the ergodic model of Sect. 4.2.
Figure 14 plots the probability of diﬀerent outcomes of
one cycle as a function of the length of the time-out. As
before, the parameters that are not given in the ﬁgure are
set to the default values. These computations as well were
performed with one application analytically. Not having
explicit faults in the model means the time-out can expire only due to excessive delays of the computations on

Fig. 13. Overhead induced by the TIRAN framework

Fig. 14. Probability of the diﬀerent outcomes of one cycle

the planes which implies that the probability of 3-out-of-3
voting converges to 1 as TO go to inﬁnity.
Using the model described in Sect. 4.3 one can study
the eﬀect of explicit faults. Figure 15 depicts the probability of performing 3-out-of-3 voting at the end of a cycle
as the function of the length of the time-out for diﬀerent
values of the fault parameter, the rate of the timed transi-

Table 2. Timing parameters

Param.

Description

Mean value (ms.)

act
tr
broad
snd_toist
comp
snd_toov
TO
vote

time of normal operations of an application (transition activity)
transmission time through mailboxes
time for IR to prepare the broadcast messages to IDs (transition broad_to_pls)
time for ID to prepare a message to a same-plane instance (transition snd_IST)
time spent by the instances to perform operations (transition comp)
time spent by OC to prepare the replica to OV (transition snd_toOV)
time-out (transition timeout)
time spent by OVs to vote (transitions vote2&TO, vote3)

1
0.1
0.1
0.1
2
0.1
5
0.2
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tion that takes IST into an error state. The computations
were performed with one application using the discrete
event simulation available in GreatSPN with a conﬁdence
level of 99 % and accuracy of 10 %. Note that by having
explicit faults in the model the probability of 3-out-of-3
voting does not converge to 1.
The ergodic model of Sect. 4.2 was used as well to gain
some insight into the cases when the number of applications is higher. Since the runtime of the reachability graph
generation grows very signiﬁcantly into an almost trashing situation even when increasing the number of applications only by 1, we could only use simulation to compute
performance indices, varying the number of applications
n. Figure 16 gives the mean time needed to execute one
application in milliseconds. Two cases are distinguished:
a) the amount of resources in the system is assumed to be
inﬁnite, i.e., the execution of an operation does not make
other jobs wait for a resource; and b) the case of limited
resources, i.e., only one application may run on a given
plane and only one message may be under transmission

Fig. 15. Probability of 3-out-of-3 voting with explicit faults

at a given time. Note that these two cases represent the
two extremes, but by varying the service policies any situation between these two may be studied. The simulation
was run with a conﬁdence level of 99 % and an accuracy
of 10 % with the default parameters of the model.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have described the compositional operator that is now implemented in GreatSPN for the superposition over labelled places and transitions for GSPN
and SWN nets, and its application to the study of a
mechanism for fault tolerance called local voter. Since
speciﬁcations were changing and the deﬁnition of the abstraction level for modelling could not be set in the initial
phase of TIRAN, tool support was fundamental in the
model developing phase.
To provide more ﬂexibility to these models we should
include a modular deﬁnition of the communication (for
example to investigate rendezvous instead of mailboxes),
and diﬀerent fault models.
Another open point is how to take into account the
hardware on which the applications and the framework
will run: indeed for this point we are planning to extend
the deﬁnition of PSR [13] to SWN models. It seems envisionable that the size of the models produced will only allow simulation since they are quite detailed, being meant
for validation, while an interesting open problem is how to
derive from these models some more compact ones to be
used for analytic performance evaluation purposes.
As we already mentioned in the introduction there
is very little support for reachability analysis right now
in GreatSPN. As a result, if a net has some unbounded
places, the state space generation simply does not stop.
To overcome this diﬃculty, before running the state space
generation, we have always run simulation that allows
us to check – by checking the accumulated performance
indices – whether certain place markings grow in a suspicious manner.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their very careful reading of the paper,
and for pointing out various ways to improve it.
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Appendix : SWN deﬁnition
The starting point in the structured deﬁnition of the
SWN colour syntax is the set of basic colour classes
{C1 , . . . , Cn }. A basic colour class Ci is a nonempty, ﬁnite
(possibly circularly ordered ) set of colours; intuitively, a
basic colour class can be deﬁned as a set of colours identifying objects of the same nature. A basic colour class
is ordered if a successor function is deﬁned on its elements, such that it induces a circular ordering on the class
elements. Examples are the class of the applications, the
class of outcomes, the class of processors, and the class
of memories. An example of ordered class is the class
of processors connected in a ring topology. Basic colour
classes are disjoint (i.e., ∀i, j : i = j, Ci ∩ Cj = ∅), moreover, a class may be partitioned into several static subclasses (Ci = Ci,1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ci,ni ∀j, k : j = k, Ci,j ∩ Ci,k = ∅):
colours belonging to diﬀerent static subclasses represent
objects of the same type but with diﬀerent behaviour, for
example the basic colour class of outcomes could be partitioned into two (disjoint) static subclasses, to distinguish
the causes of the outcome.
The place colour domains, are deﬁned by composition
through the Cartesian product operator of basic colour
classes. The colour domain of a place is similar to a Clanguage structure declaration, i.e., the information associated with tokens comprises one or more ﬁelds, each ﬁeld
in turn has a type selected from the set of basic colour
classes {C1 , . . . , Cn }. The identiﬁcation of the ﬁelds is positional (there is no name associated with a ﬁeld).
The transition colour domains are used to deﬁne the
parameters of transitions and their type; each parameter
has a type selected from the basic colour classes, moreover restrictions can be deﬁned on the possible colour
instances of a transition (i.e., on the possible values assigned to parameters) by means of a transition predicate,
or guard. Therefore, the deﬁnition of a transition colour
domain comprises two parts: a list of typed parameters,
and the guard, deﬁned as a Boolean expression of (a restricted set of) basic predicates on the parameters. Each
parameter is associated with a variable appearing in the
arc functions of the input, output and inhibitor arcs of the
transition2 .
We shall denote var i (t) the subset of transition t parameters of type Ci , and var (t) the whole set of transition
t parameters.
Deﬁnition 1 (Standard predicates).
A standard predicate (or guard) associated with a transition t is a Boolean expression of basic predicates. The
allowed basic predicates are: x = y, x =!y, d(x) = Ci,j ,
d(x) = d(y), where x, y ∈ var i (t) are parameters of t of the
2 Observe that the scope of a variable appearing on a given arc
is the corresponding transition: instances of the same variable appearing in arcs of the same transition actually represent the same
parameter, while diﬀerent instances of the same variable associated
with diﬀerent transitions are independent.
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same type, !y denotes the successor of y (assuming that
the type of y is an ordered class), and d(x) denotes the
static subclass x belongs to.
Arc functions are deﬁned as weighted (and possibly
guarded) sums of tuples, the elements composing the tuples are in turn weighted sums of basic functions, deﬁned
on basic colour classes and returning multisets of colours
in the same class. Given this deﬁnition, it is more appropriate to refer to the arc inscriptions as arc expressions
instead of arc functions.
Deﬁnition 2 (Arc expressions).
An arc expression associated with an arc connecting place
p and transition t has the following form:

δk .[predk ]Fk
k

where δk is a positive integer, Fk is a function and [predk ]
is a standard predicate. The value of function “[pred]f ” is
given by:

selects one element from the tuple of parameter values
deﬁning the transition colour instance), the syntax used
for the successor function is !x where x is again one of the
transition variables, it applies only to ordered classes and
returns the successor of the colour assigned to x in the
transition colour instance. Finally, the syntax for the diffusion/synchronization function is SCi (or SCi,j ): it is a
constant function that returns the whole set of colours of
class Ci (of static subclass Ci,j ⊂ Ci ). The class can be
omitted when it may be derived from the place domains.
This function is called synchronization when used on a
transition input arc because it implements a synchronization among a set of coloured tokens contained in a place,
while it is called diﬀusion when used on a transition output arc because it puts several tokens of diﬀerent colour
into a place.
Deﬁnition 3 (Stochastic well-formed nets).
A stochastic well-formed net is a nine-tuple:
N = P, T, Pre, Post, Inh, pri, C, cd, w

[pred]f (c) = If pred(c) then f (c) else 0.

where:

Each Fk : cd (t) → Bag(cd(p)) is a function of the form

1. P and T are disjoint ﬁnite non-empty sets (the places
and transitions of N ),
2. C = {C1 , . . . , Cn } is the ﬁnite set of ﬁnite basic colour
classes, (we use the convention that classes with index up to h are not ordered, while classes with higher
index are ordered),
3. cd is a function deﬁning the colour domain of each
place and transition; for places it is expressed as the
Cartesian product of classes of C (repetitions of the
same class are allowed); for transitions it is expressed
as a pair  variable types, guard  deﬁning the possible
values that can be assigned to transition variables in
a transition instance; guards must be expressed in the
form of standard predicates,
4. Pre[p, t], Post[p, t] : cd (t) → Bag(cd (p)) are the preand post- incidence matrices, expressed in the form of
arc expressions,
5. Inh[p, t] : cd (t) → Bag(cd (p)) is the matrix deﬁning
the inhibitor arcs and associated arc expressions,
6. pri : T → IN is the priority function,
7. w is a T indexed vector of functions that assigns rates
and weights to transitions:

F= ×

×

Ci ∈ C j=1,... ,ei

fij = f11 , . . . , f1e1 , . . . , fn1 , . . . , fnen 

with ei representing the number of occurrences of class Ci
in colour domain of place p, i.e.,
cd(p) = ×Ci ∈C ×j=1,... ,ei Ci = ×Ci ∈C Ciei .
Each function fij in turn is deﬁned as:
fi =

ni

q=1

αi,q .SCi,q +



(βx .x + γx .!x)

x∈var i (t)

where SCi,q , x, and !x are basic functions (deﬁned hereafter), and αi,q , βx , and γx are natural numbers.
The multiset returned by a tuple of basic functions is
obtained by Cartesian product composition of the multisets returned by the tuple elements. As can be observed
in the formal deﬁnition of arc expressions, there are three
types of basic functions: the projection function, the successor function, and the diﬀusion/synchronization function. The syntax used for the projection function is x,
where x is one of the transition variables (i.e., one of the
transition parameters: it is called projection because it

w[t] : cd (t) ×( × Bag(cd(p))) → IR+
p∈P

